Presentation Grading Scales
Interpersonal Relations

Your presentation is worth a total of 25 possible points.
If your presentation needs improvement in a given area, then you receive fewer points.
If your presentation is particularly excellent in a given area, then you receive more points.

Note: It is a requirement that your presentation be posted on the Presentation Page by your individual deadline (emailed or otherwise submitted presentations will not be accepted).
No late presentations will be accepted.

1. Was the content relevant to your assigned topic? Did you avoid covering content beyond the topic that was assigned? Was your definition and description of the assigned topic accurate? Did you include content in written form so that your classmates could easily write it down?

   needs improvement  1  2  3  4  5 excellent

2. Did you provide creative and accurate examples of concepts (this is the most important part of the assignment)? Was your presentation creative and interesting? Will the content of the presentation help your classmates prepare for the next exam?

   needs improvement  2  4  6  8  10 excellent

3. Did your presentation include a text presentation (like PowerPoint or Prezi) with audio recording of your voice to describe the concepts? Did you include a useful and professional video component (something you found or something you created yourself)? Did you describe how the video illustrates your assigned topic?

   needs improvement  1  2  3  4  5 excellent

4. Was the presentation professional and clear? Was the presentation length within the allotted time (4-5 min)? Was the presentation well-rehearsed and smooth? Will your classmates be able to hear and understand you? Did you communicate in a timely manner with your presentation partner and contribute your fair share of the work?

   needs improvement  1  2  3  4  5 excellent

Grade (out of 25): _______